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Epic Games has made an insane amount of money over the past few months because of its free play battle royale shooter Fortnite, with estimates of its revenue in February at around $126 million. The developer is not content to just rake in the money, however, as it plans to give away almost as much
through prize funds for the game's first year competitive game. During the upcoming 2018-2019 competitive fortnite: Battle Royale season, Epic Games will be joined in prize pools for $100 million. This is a ridiculous amount of money, and individual competitions are likely to exceed The International, the
Dota 2 event prize pool. It sounds like Epic Games will take a more laid-back approach to a competitive game, but that seems to correspond to the nature of battle royale – your success or failure in one game doesn't affect your next. We'll get behind competitive play in a big way, but our approach will be
different, Epic Games said in a blog post. We plan to be more inclusive and focused on the joy of playing and watching the game. Epic added that it will share more information on competition in the coming weeks and it is unclear whether its money will only be allocated to Epic startup events. Fortnite has
certainly exploded in popularity in services like Twitch, with personalities like Ninja drawing hundreds of thousands of viewers and along with celebrities including Drake and Travis Scott. Game cross platform support also helped, and gamers were able to maintain their progress on Xbox One, PlayStation
4, Mac, PC and iOS. It is also planned that the game this summer will come to Android devices. With the exception of Xbox One and PlayStation 4, all platforms can play with all other platforms, which is not the case with PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds. At the weekend, Fortnite hosted a special Solo
Showdown event in which players were ranked on the leaderboard for their 50-place playoffs. Depending on where they ended up, when everything was said and done, they had the potential to earn up to 50,000 game V-Bucks. Only 14,500 V-Bucks sold for $100, so the prize wasn't just a chump
change. Editors' recommendations (video credit: Epic Games) Epic Games are now taking steps to help better protect consumers after it was sued last year for a security breach that allows hackers to access personal information. Epic Games now requires users to use two-factor authentication (2FA) to
qualify for free games. The free game currently at epic games store is a strategic RPG King, which you can claim until April 30. Epic Games implements this 2FA rule until May 21.How to enable 2FA in your Epic Games Store accountNori enable 2FA, go to epic games account settings and select the
Password and Security tab. Then, in the highlighted two-factor authentication header, you'll see three 2FA options: authentication, SMS authentication, and email authentication. Some 2FA programs are Google Authenticator, LastPass LastPass Microsoft Authenticator and Authy.We think Epic Games
should keep execution 2FA good. I was forced to turn on 2FA in my account long before because it was hacked. Fortunately, I didn't have any card information in my account, but it was still terrible. The company should also do so, as the above-mentioned action focused on how Epic Games failed to
establish adequate security measures and to notify consumers of the infringement quickly enough. After King comes from the free list, you'll get Amnesia: Dark Descent and Crashlands, which will be available from April 30 to May 7. Image: Epic Games Imagine a world in which Fortnite didn't exist:
millions of players wouldn't have enjoyed millions of hours (or spent millions on V-Bucks) struggling to survive on the island. Well, that alternative reality has come closer to happening than you think. Former Epic Games production director Rod Fergusson recently told the Game Informer Show podcast
that he tried to cancel Fortnite before he moved into his current job in the Coalition (War Gears creator). The game apparently didn't pass the bar quality in the early stages when it was only available in its original Save the World monster fighting format, Fergusson says. We don't get much detail about why
Fergusson was unhappy with the way Fortnite shaped - just that there were challenges in the early incarnations of the game before he became the global smash hit we know today. Given the huge cultural impact Fortnite has had, its almost cancelable is hard to imagine. It is likely that we would not have
seen new battle royale games such as Apex Legends, which EA launched earlier this year in huge numbers of players - or even the Epic Games Store, which was largely bank-rolled by Epic's revenue from Fortnite transactions. Despite the fact that Fortnite is the biggest fan when he was at Epic Games,
Ferguson says there are no hard feelings: he's super happy for the success the game has had since he left his role at the company. The game upgrade from Unreal Engine 3 to Unreal Engine 4 slowed fortnite's development in its original form, as did the switching of graphics from a darker style to today's
caricature form. After PUBG's success, Epic then rushed through battle royale mode at Fortnite, dismissing it as a free-play title along with save the world format. And everything else, as they say, is history - but Fergusson's acceptance is a reminder of how thin the line can be between ups and downs in
the gaming industry. If it remained epic, Fortnite would never have done so. We hired Battle Royale teacher FortniteVia NintendoLife after losing access to your Fortnite account, which could mean a year of progress in the game. Because Epic Games accounts are usually linked to a credit card, you may
also lose your actual money. Although fortnite battle royale mode is free, players often buy cosmetic products at fortnite merchandise store. makes Fortnite accounts as juicy targets for hackers, some of which will sell damaged Fortnite accounts that could have had hundreds or thousands of dollars spent
on them by the original owner. If you reuse the Epic Games password on other sites and there is a security leak on one of these sites, hackers may use this information to steal your Fortnite account. Reduce the risk that this will happen without ever using the same password on multiple sites, choosing a
complex password that is difficult to guess, and fearing possible online fraud. Never give anyone your Epic Games password and if you find it difficult to track hundreds of unique passwords, use a password manager such as Dashlane or LastPass.It's worth periodically updating the password that you use
in Fortnite. There is no difference between the Epic Games password and fortnite password. So, in order to update fortnite password, you just need to change the epic games password. Here's what we're describing: If you forgot your password, we'll also show you how to reset it. How to change fortnite
passwordClick your user profile name at epic games launcher at the bottom left (Video credit: Epic Games)Select Manage account to access the Epic Games website (Video Credit: Epic Games)Select Passwords and Security from the menu (Video Credit: Epic Games)Enter your current Epic password
and select a new (Video Credit : Epic Games) Epic Games password you can change epicgames.com. You can also sign in via Epic Games Launcher to start the process, as we did in this example. At the bottom right of epic games launcher, click your username. Select Manage account from the pop-up
menu. This will open the corresponding epic games account page in your web browser. Select Passwords &amp; security from the left menu. You'll be taken to a page asking you to enter your old password and enter a new password twice. When you're done, click Save changes. The Epic Games
password you use in Fortnite has now been updated. How to reset Fortnite passwordClick forgot your password to start resetting Fortnite password (video credit: Epic Games)If you forgot your Epic Games password, you won't be able to sign in to Epic Games Launcher to start Fortnite. On the sign-in
page, instead of entering your email address and password, click Forgot password. Epic Games will send you an email with a link to reset your password. Click this link to enter your new Epic Games account password. You will now be able to join the Epic Games Launcher and shoot at Fortnite. We can
earn commissions on purchases using our links. learn more, find out more. This week in esport, Who said that farming would not be a good euport? 28 Jul 2019 Farming Simulator fans who couldn't attend FarmCon of the year was able to enjoy a competitive finals series in which eight teams of three
players played. With the with a prize pool of about €12,000, it wasn't a huge event as we grew accustomed to millions up for grabs, but it shows that even more niche-oriented titles like Farming Simulator can't just attract dedicated followings, but also make some waves of professional scenes too. The
entire finals series at FarmCon19. Trelleborg took away the victory, beating Landwirtschaft3.0 in the grand final. A squad formed by Luke Bauer, Felix Hasenberger and Simon Hollweck from FarmCon2019 took the highest points on the circuit, so Trelleborg held a strong position for future tournaments.
Giants Software is taking esporto seriously, as evidenced by the official Farming Simulator competitive site, which includes all teams, tournaments, Farming Simulator league stands, and more. Fortnite Billed as the greatest tournament of all time, the Fortnite World Cup was held this weekend. British
Jaden Wolfiez Ashman and Dutch teammate Dave Rojo Jong came second in the overall duo series, taking home $2.25 million between them. After splitting their income in the middle, they earned a respectable $1 million. Not bad for a duo who managed to knock out some big names throughout the
tournament. The first place was awarded to Norwegian Emil Nyhrox Bergquist Pedersen and Austrian David Aqua W, who secured $3 million for the team. Solo games are being played now and you will be able to tune in to see who will take home $3 million. Epic Games are held all with professional
Fortnite games and this year's World Cup, but that's what I think the company planned for the future taste. Affordable accessories that pair well with your COMPUTER Each of these amazing desktop accessories will improve your daily experience - and none will cost more than $30. Whether you are a
player or not, this is an absurdly good mouse for a price. It's ambidextrous, has a responsive sensor, weave cable, tank-like build quality, and, yes, it has RGB lighting, although you can turn it off if it's not your thing. These neat small speakers can pack only 2.4W of full power, but don't let that fool you.
For someone who is so small, you will get a well-rounded sound and stylish design. And they only cost $16. Are you using a wired mouse? You need a mouse bungee to keep your cable neat and without snacks. You get no drag on the cable, and it's one delicate style, rust-resistant spring and weighted
base, all for $20. We can earn commissions on purchases using our links. learn more, find out more. More.
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